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Poringland Primary School and Nursery 

Full Governing Board Meeting 

Thursday 10th June 2021, 6pm, via Zoom 

 

Minutes of Meeting 

 
 
 
Key: Green text = Governor challenge/support; Blue text = School response to challenge; Red text – Governor decision/recommendation 

 

  

 Reading Update Mike Woodhams 

MW explained that at Poringland they believe that reading should be at the heart of the curriculum. 

 

Implementation 

EYFS- Reading is taught through play and children will begin to recognise their names. They are read to every 

morning and afternoon. Children will segment and blend CVC words, using picture actions and rhymes to 

make it memorable and fun.  

KS1- Discrete phonic lessons taught four times per week for 30 minutes, 1-1 reading takes place with 

teacher/TA. In Year 2, children being to take part in guided reading- practising skills and beyond decoding 

words. Across the key stage children read through a branded book scheme (Oxford Reading Tree). Many 

lessons in KS1 being with texts being read, shared, and discussed. Children are encouraged to ‘read along’ with 

these. 

KS2- Independent Reading-Usually in year 3 children have become ‘free readers’ reading books of their choice 

from the school and class libraries. All classes are read to daily, and the book may be linked to a topic. The 

teacher will demonstrate what good readers do. Smaller groups reading, lead by the teacher using a variety of 

text at an accessible level.  

 

-School and class library has been restructured in line with Accelerated Reader 

-MyON Supported children at home through lockdown and returning to school 

-All classes given a budget to buy new books related to topics 

Name:   Present/Apologies/Absent: 

Pete Dean Head Teacher  Present 
Janette Johns (Chair) Co-Opted Governor Apologies 
Rebecca Anderson (Vice Chair) Co-Opted Governor Present 
Jo Francis Co-Opted Governor Present 
John Overton Co-Opted Governor Present 
Nicholas Vasilakos Co-Opted Governor Present 
Steve Harrowing  Parent Governor Apologies 
Nyssa Cooper Parent Governor Present 
Owen Appleton Parent Governor Apologies 
Matt Walker Staff Governor Present 
Karen West Local Authority Governor Present 
Alleisha Dixon Clerk Present 
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-Purchased phonetically decodable books in KS1 in line with the phonics scheme 

-Teachers upload videos for parents and children to use at home to help to segment, blend and pronounce 

- ‘The Masked Reader’ 

-Author visits and reading days 

-World Book Day 

-Signing children up to local library and library visits 

 

Accelerated Reader 

A system to assign a reading range to each child and make independent appropriate book choices. It is also a 

tool for monitoring and managing independent reading practice. The school can track a child’s vocabulary 

growth and development.  

 

-All non-fiction and fiction books have been assigned an age and logged onto the library system. 

-All children know their reading range. 

-Teachers are conducting termly star tests and are using the data to inform teaching and planning.  

 

Areas for improvement: 

-Not all children are consistently ‘quizzing’ when completing a book. Timetabling and laptop availability has 

made this challenging in school.  

-Some classes/year groups have been reluctant to send books from school home due to Covid, resulting in 

some children being less immersed in the AR routine.  

-Some confusion amongst staff about how Aris best used and how to access/make use of the data. 

 

Actions: 

-Twilight session booked for staff  

-Dedicated AR quizzing time built into timetable 

 

MyON 

MyON allows a quick overview of the reading habits across the school. Children were able to access and read 

books during lockdown. Teachers can use the programme as a teaching aid in class and to set homework. It 

links to AR, so children are still reading within their range and can quiz.  

 

Mike shared details of thew work he has completed as reading lead. Monitoring planning meeting termly with 

EYFS and KS1 leads, observing lessons and tracking progress. He has also written a reading policy, created an 

action plan, produced a staff phonics questionnaire, and analysed data and has taken part in VNET Ofsted 

Deep Dive. Details of the Deep Dive shared with Governors and how the result of this has enabled the action 

plan to be updated.  

 

The Deep Dive information was shared, the feedback and report were sent to PB and MW. Mike summarised 

the strengths and next steps from the Deep Dive. From the evaluation provided by VNET, the reading plan has 

been updated to include next steps. Mike explained the next steps to Governors.  

 

Impact 
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Mike shared the impact is measured by looking at the milestones at the end of each term, complete gap 

analysis. The April 21 teacher assessment outcomes were shared with Governors. KS1 and KS2 SATs and Year 1 

phonics screening will also measure the impact. 

Pupil voice, teacher feedback and parent feedback to be considered.  

 

Gov: For SEN pupils and children working towards are there other things in other areas (networks), you can 

use to support these children? 

MW explained the Accelerated Reader programme will support a child who may complete an assessment at 

the end of each term, and this may not show progress however, the smaller steps of progress can be tracked 

and acknowledged with the children. The children have access to intervention both in the class and outside. 

The school has a good network of teachers within the cluster and had started to build links between schools 

prior to Covid. There is scope to share best practices and build on this further.  

Gov acknowledged the excellent standard of the presentation from Mike and thanked him for attending. 

Gov: In KS1 there should be 5 days of phonics and the presentation says 4, is there any reason for this? 

MW explained this needs to be amended in the policy, MW will make a note of this an action.  

Action Point: Mike to ensure phonics is covered five times per week and this is reflected in the policy.  

1. Apologies for Absence  

Apologies were received from Janette Johns, Steve Harrowing and Owen Appleton. The Governors consented 
to the apologies. The meeting was quorate.  
 
The meeting was chaired by Rebecca Anderson.  
 
Action Point: AD to record attendance on Governor Hub.  
 

2. Declarations of any conflicts of interest for any of the items on the agenda  

None 

 

3. Approval of Minutes and Actions from: 

 Full Governing Body on 22.04.21 

 

Minutes were agreed as an accurate record; Minutes were signed on Governor Hub by RA.  

 

Matters arising:  

There were no matters arising 

 

Actions from the previous meeting: 

CF Governors to read Ofsted information section 5 on Governor Hub, Training to be held 28.04.21- Complete  

CF Governors to contact Subject Leads by the next meeting to arrange monitoring- Complete MW to draft 

form to record interactions with subject leads.  

CF PD to check insurance policy covers whiteboards-Complete 

CF PD to add staffing and GDPR to the next agenda - To be CF  

 

1. JJ to sign off the budget - Complete  

2. JF to explore HT salary banding further - Complete, forwarded information re structure to JJ.  

3. MW to add information to the newsletter informing residents of the information available.  
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        JO to email MW further information regarding neighbourhood proposal.  -Complete 

4. MW to add to the newsletter and to contact local PC to visit footpath on a Wednesday -Complete 

 

4. Chairs Items  

 Governor Responsibilities 

 Training 

 Safeguarding Update 

 

The safeguarding report was appended to Governor Hub prior to the meeting for 16th April – 19th May 2021.  

 

Gov: The four prejudice incidents, are they new incidents? 

MW confirmed they are new incidents; Sheri Lock (PC) has been contacted and has signposted MW to the 

Safer School’s Team. Hazel, who works within the Safer School’s Team has organised to deliver to the year 6 

children a tailored presentation with the knowledge of the incidents. An online presentation focused on E 

safety and carbon footprint has been shared in school.  

Governors discussed this further and Gov asked if this related to children spending more time at home due to 

lockdown and MW explained some incidents have occurred both virtually and outside of school.  

Gov: Are the parents supporting you? 

MW confirmed yes, they mostly are, one or two parents have not found the discussion easy to manage.  

Gov: How do these numbers compare to 12 months ago? 

MW explained the numbers do vary between the different areas and does not follow any pattern. The keynote 

was that previous issues that occurred within older children are slowly creeping towards the younger aged 

group children.  

Gov: What is the impact on the wider children and staff, children hear the words but do not understand. Are 

we protecting those younger children? 

MW explained as issues arise within the community, they are addressed at an age-appropriate level with each 

class. Through other curriculum areas such as PATHs and SRE the class teachers can use this to cover some of 

the issues. The curriculum does not always feel comfortable to talk to young children regarding this, but the 

children get used to having the conversations and they understand the appropriate vocabulary.  

 

5. Education 

Reading Update- This item was covered as the first item on the agenda. 

6.  Head Report 

The Head Teacher report was appended to Governor Hub prior to the meeting. 

 

SLT structure highlighted, and documents shared on Governor Hub. The role is for a Pupil Premium Champion 

to work alongside the SEND lead. A vote took place of those in attendance and Governors agreed the 

proposal. 

 

VNET maths support for White Rose Maths to take place. 
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7.  Resources 

JF 

May BCR shared with Governors. JF gave an overview of the May BCR. E24- Special facilities 145%, means we 

have overspent on the budget due to payments to other schools. This will be queried when JF meets with 

Chris. 

 

Minibus 

PD proposed the rationale for replacing the current minibus. The minibus will be used to continue the 

provision of football, swimming, and sporting events.  

Due to lockdown the school were unable to spend funds allocated to PE. Governors agreed the spend of 

£19,000 to purchase a replacement minibus. 

 

Surplus Plan  

Plan for surplus was shared on Governor Hub prior to the meeting. Before the next meeting, the budget will 

be up to date to ensure the Governors have an accurate budget to make decisions.  

Gov: Have you spoken to other schools regarding the PSA? 

PD confirmed he has spoken to one other school, MW and Pd will review this further to ensure the role is the 

right solution for the school. The school does not want to increase costs and increase staffing.  

 

Office Build 

Quotes for office build, £86,000 from Holmes Builders. One quote £91,000 all other quotes above budget.  

PD shared the builders are unable to commit to finishing the building over the holidays, some of the work can 

be completed during the holidays. 

Action Point:  PD will explore the plan further with Kevin Harman who is supporting the project to ensure the 

building work can take place with minimal impact to the school. Governors added the builders must confirm 

the cost is fixed.  

Governors agreed to the quote from Holmes Builders for £86,000 for the Office Build.  

 

Studio 

PD has a meeting 11/6/21 regarding the Studio and will update Governors once he has further information.  

 

RAG Rating 

The Rag rating shows are red for themed audits. It was noted that a separate folder was set up for all previous 

themed audits and these were discussed in previous meetings.  

Action Point: AD to refer to minutes to provide evidence of discussion of the themed audits.  

 

GDPR 

MW, JF and PD met with Stuart Lee to discuss GDPR, Action points continue to be completed. 

 

Health and Safety  

Refresher training with Rob to be completed WC 14/6/21.  

8. Policies 

09-Behaviour for Learning Policy 2021 

25-Educational Visits Policy 2021 

46-Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy 2021 
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48-Safeguarding booklet Sept 2021 

50-Looked After Children Policy 2021 

55-Reading Policy 2021 

76-SMSC Policy 2021 

Maths Policy June 2021 

 

All policies were appended to Governor Hub prior to the meeting. 

 

PD highlighted the reading policy Mike mentioned within his presentation as this is a new policy in place.  

 

Governors approved all policies.  

 

8.   AOB  

None 

 

The meeting closed at 7.45pm 

 
Next meeting: Thursday 15th July 2021, 6pm  
 
 
Action Log:  
 

Action 
Number 

Item 
Number  

Action By 
Whom 

When 

1. N/A Mike to ensure phonics is covered five times per week and this is 
reflected in the policy. 

MW ASAP 

2. 1. AD to record attendance on Governor Hub. AD 15/07/21 

3. 7. AD to refer to minutes to provide evidence of discussion of the 
themed audits 

AD ASAP 

4. 7. PD will explore the plan further with Kevin Harman who is 
supporting the project to ensure the building work can take place 
with minimal impact to the school. Governors added the builders 
must confirm the cost is fixed. 

PD 15/07/21 

 
 


